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Sale and purchase agreement

1. Seller
Company Telephone E-Mail-Address

Seller

Address

Postcode City Country

2. Buyer
Company Telephone E-Mail-Address

Buyer

Address

Postcode City Country

3. Machine
Product Year built 

Serial Nr. Ident Nr.

Utility time Manufacturer
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4. Purchase price
Net purchase price EUR/USD Sales tax % Total purchase price EUR/USD

Total price in words

Tax identfication number, VAT ID Invoice number

5. Liability for material defects and warranty

The machine is sold under exclusion of liability for defects. This exclusion does not apply to claims for damages
for material defects arising as a result of gross negligence or deliberate infringements of obligations by the seller
or any agents therof, or to bodily harm or death. If the seller is an independent business operator and the buyer
is a private individual, the warranty period is one year. All existing claims against third parties resulting from
liability for material defects shall be assigned to the buyer.

6. Details provided by the seller
The seller guarantees, 

 that the machine and any additional equipment and accessories is/are wholly owned by him/her/it.

 that the machine comes with the following additional equipment and/or accessories:

 The seller declares that the machine, during the period in which it was his/her/its property

solely has the following damage or accident-related damages (number, type and extent):
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7. Buyer's declarations

 The  buyer  acknowledges  that  the  machine  remains  the  property  of  the  seller  until  full  payment  of  the
purchase price.

8. Special agreements

The following special agreements have been made:

City, Date City, Date

Seller's signature Buyer's signature

9. Der Käufer bestätigt den Empfang

Maschine erhalten

Place, date, time Buyer's signature

10. The seller confirms receipt

received the purchase price

A down payment in the amount of

Place, date, time Seller's signature

11. Note regarding liability

Graphicscout24 is not  liable for  the completeness and correctness of  the sample purchase agreement,  the
incorrectness or erroneous application of the law and does not provide compensation for unfulfilled claims that
may arise from the purchase. All liability claims relating to material or non-material damage caused by the use or
non-use of the information provided or by the use of incorrect or incomplete information are excluded as a matter
of principle, provided that there is no evidence of intent or gross negligence on the part of Graphicscout24. This
purchase contract is based on Swiss law.
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